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We have have been deceived. It seems that while we where working
on securing our facilities, improving our company as well as
stoping ERUDITO attacks the assassins were able to establish a new
headquarter in France.
Furthermore, our spies revealed to us that they have stolen some
of our old drone prototypes and were able to greatly improve on
them. Since it is very close to impossible to break into our
research labs to steal data and escape unnoticed, we think that
someone within Abstergo sold out the blueprints to them. We will
take care of that while you are on your mission.
We have already informed the French Government of the situation
and they have allowed us to carry an operation on their soil.
Evenmore, the Chief of the French Police said that he is willing
to help us should we need the co-operation of the French Police.
The problem is that the intel they received was fake and lead them
to an abandoned warehousing area. The police seem to have searched
the place well however they do not know them as we do. We are sure
that there is some information that should lead us to their
headquarters, storage areas and their production facility at that
location. After all, it is you EPSILON that are gifted with
Templar Vision.
The assassins have been off our radar for a while now so do expect
heavy resistance and be careful who you trust in this.
Rumors are starting to rise that the assassins are planning to use
businesses to turn them into rackets. Although the French Police
said that they will take jurisdiction of that investigation, it
would be wise for us to offer them a hand. The amount of intel
that maybe there may prove more useful to us than to them.

Your Objectives:
Primary Alpha
- Obtain the location of the assassin's new headquarter.
- Obtain the location of the assassin's storage areas.
- Obtain the location of the assassin's production facility.
- Make sure that the entire warehousing area has been searched
and retrieve all the intel that you find.
Primary Bravo (Plan A)
- Infiltrate the assassin's headquarter silently.
- Located the administration floor.
- Obtain clearance into the laboratory floors (be sure to collect
intel and data whenever possible).
- Infiltrate all labs, collect their data then replace it with
fakes.
- Find the drone control center (if there is one) and destroy it.
- Locate the server rooms; obtain all intel then destroy the
servers.
- Locate the communication room and jam all of their signals.
- Escape right through the front door and look the camera dead in
the eye or escape through the roof (an advertising blimp is
scheduled to pass by, we can have it dangle some ropes for you).
Primary Bravo (Plan B)
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- Ram through the front gates and into the lobby with an armored
truck (use the rockets and machine guns for the resistance).
- Make your way to the laboratory floors (they most probably
started deleting data and activated their stand-by drones).
- Barge in through the laboratories into the server rooms and
collect what you can find then destroy them.
- Destroy the entire building (it is a sky scraper which means you
will need to attack it on multiple levels as well as evacuating
before you get caught in the ruble.
Secondary
- Breach the production facility and storage areas (possibly two
separate locations).
- Collect all the data there.
- Make sure that they cannot use that place anymore ... forever.
Tertiary
- Our FTD is interested in the drones they have. Other than the

schematics, bring in the actual thing (preferable deactivated and
undamaged) would help us improve our drones as well as possible
upgrade your tactical gears.
Entry to the warehousing area:
The area is sealed off by the French Police but it may be watched
by assassins. You can play the odds and enter directly by
informing the Police that you have been sent by Abstergo and show
them the warrant ... or ... you could attempt to sneak in and search
while remaining unnoticed. If you do chose to sneak in, there
would be a less of a chance that the assassins would know however
there are many police officers at the location. YOU ARE FORBIDDEN
TO HARM ANY POLICE OFFICER.
Equipment:
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- Usual High-tech Abstergo Gear.
- FTD's Prototype Dimensional Shield.
- Multi-platform Scrambling Devices.
- Infrared/Thermal/Night Vision Goggles.
- 140 multi-port wireless hacking devices (just stick it into a USB
port of a computer, keypad of a door, charging port of a smart
device, etc... and we can hack it immediately from a secure, far
away location from our end. You may stick them into computers and
leave but if you do so, make sure to press and hold the button
that says RD on it while it is connected until you see a purple
light flash four times.
Good luck EPSILON, we are all counting on you.

